
spectrum of motion – heave, squat, settlement and tide. The raw GNSS/IMU data is post-processed
using POSPac to achieve a tightly-coupled PPK/INS solution. The Smoothed Best Estimate of
Trajectory (SBET) output from POSPac contains the position and motion data. The processed
GNSS heights and positions are reported in NAD83 (2011) reference frame. The SBET file is
applied to data in Caris on a line-by-line basis to derive a GNSS tide. This element of the processing
essentially removes the measured heave from the bathymetry and substitutes the processed SBET
GNSS altitude. The SBET file is output relative to the VRP, all lever arms and offsets are applied in
CARIS 11.3.8.

Data were converted from raw format using Caris 11.3.8. Once converted navigation and attitude
data were checked for any spikes or erroneous data points. A swath model was used. An ellipsoid
separation model was used to compute depths relative to Mean Lower Low Water in Caris, with
values from NOAA VDATUM. The acquisition software was QPS QINSy v9.2. Processing
software used was CARIS HIPS & SIPS v11.1.7 All data were loaded into Global Mapper v22, and
exported from there with respect to the tilemap. Multibeam Echosounder ungridded processed point
cloud data. XYZ Data exported line by line, after data was cleaned, vertically corrected to MLLW,
SVP application and motion corrected.

Dataset Title: Multibeam Echosounder 0.5m Average Grid File Type: XYZ, tile size 2x2 km, tiled
according to UTM 18 NAD83 2011, Tile named according to lower left corner.

Shallow:

Wind Farm Identifier: CVOW-C ECRC Survey Details: Data from across ECRC area was acquired
by Alpine Ocean Seismic Survey, Inc. Survey Acquisition Dates: 21-Jun-2021 to 09-Aug-2021.

Data Acquisition: Projection: Horizontal datum: NAD83 (2011) Ellipsoid name: GRS 1980
Coordinate system: UTM 18 N Vertical Datum: MLLW. One vessel was used, RV Henry Hudson.

Equipment Type: R2Sonic 2024 Multibeam Echo Sounder 200-400kHz frequency range. Data
processing has been carried out using CARIS version is 11.3.8. Cube surfaces were used to generate
all XYZ’s, whereas standard deviation and Density were created using swath angle grids. THU
and TVU grids were created using Shoalest Depth true Position grids. Bathymetry data was sound
velocity corrected using SVP profiles collected regularly during survey operations using an SonTek
Castaway CTD. The casts were applied based on the nearest in distance within three hours the cast.

Tidal elevations and positioning are derived by post-processing GNSS and motion data logged
throughout the survey period to produce a highly accurate vessel position and to recover the full
spectrum of motion – heave, squat, settlement and tide. The raw GNSS/IMU data is post-processed
using POSPac to achieve a tightly-coupled PPK/INS solution using Applanix’s Post Processed
Centerpoint RTX corrections. The Smoothed Best Estimate of Trajectory (SBET) output from
POSPac contains the position and motion data. The processed GNSS heights and positions are
reported in NAD83 (2011) reference frame. The SBET file is applied to data in Caris on a line-by-
line basis to derive a GNSS tide. This element of the processing essentially removes the measured
heave from the bathymetry and substitutes the processed SBET GNSS altitude. The SBET file


